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NM: My final guest this week did something rather unusual this 

week. He summoned the cameras to say sorry. He’s the Lord 

Chancellor, the Justice Secretary, Robert Buckland. We’re going to 

come to that very serious issue about convictions and rape in just 

a little while. Let’s begin with what’s obviously on people’s minds, 

covid. We were hearing from Dr Susan Hopkins of Public Health 

England that we might be getting to the stage pretty soon where 

if people have had the double jab, then things get a little bit easier 

for them. They won’t have to self-isolate at home for ten days if 

they’re in contact with a case. They might be able to have some 

foreign travel. Are you hopeful change could be near? 

RB: Well, I think experts like Susan Hopkins are absolutely right to 

remind us that the evidence is still developing on double vaccines. 

It looks great, it looks really encouraging. We’re trying to be as 

flexible as we can. Today I’ve announced a change to weddings. 

Couples will be able to marry, actually get married and have a 

ceremony out of doors with their loved ones, and that’s an 

example of the flexibility that government is showing for people to 

- leaning into the aspirations of the British people as we cautiously 

but irreversibly open up. So obviously we’ll keep on looking at all 

these proposals and flex as appropriate.  

 

NM: Yeah, but you are willing, as a government, to say there may 

be things can do because you’ve had the double jab that other 

people aren’t. We are willing to do that rather than say everybody 

has to be treated the same. 

RB: Well, as I say, the evidence is still developing and we are 

constantly keeping all these matters under review.  
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NM: Because people are baffled by travel, aren’t they, the 

restrictions? They simply don’t know what the rules are. The 

airlines are saying publish the rules, we know that Germans can 

travel in very large numbers to Majorca, for example, but Brits 

can’t. There’s some frustration, I think, isn’t there? 

RB: Of course there’s frustration. All of us want to have a holiday 

in the sun wherever possible. But we want as well to balance that 

with the need to control the variants of concern.  

 

NM: Yes, but the government allowed as many people to come in 

from India as might. Didn’t shut down the borders when they 

could have done, and we know that the evidence is - we’ve heard 

from Professor Jeffrey Barratt, for example, from the Wellcome 

Sanger Institute, ‘looking back it is clear that,’ he says, a major 

part of why we’re now faced with a growing wave of cases, is that 

decision. 

RB: Well, it didn’t become a variant of concern until the 7th May, 

well after we stopped travel from India. The difference between 

India and Pakistan, for example, was that we were getting more 

positive tests from that country. That’s what we based our 

evidence on.  

NM: (talking together) 

RB: So the government - it was not a variant of concern until the 

7th May. That’s two weeks after - 

NM: The other thing that upsets people, I think, is they see people 

singing and dancing in the streets of London but they can’t sing 

and dance at their daughter’s wedding.  

RB: Well, look, that’s why today I’ve taken the step to allow that 

greater flexibility in already approved premises, where you can 

have a civil partnership or civil wedding. 

 

NM: You still won’t be able to have the last dance, will you, or to 

sing with your daughter, to party with your friends. 
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RB: If you’re outdoors, of course you can have singing and choirs 

of up to thirty can sing outdoors anyway. And I am confident that 

those premises that are well used to the regulations now will be 

imaginative and allow even more couples, for example, at 

weddings to enjoy their greatest day with the fullest possible 

freedom. 

 

NM: I think people want to - just be clear on this point of foreign 

holidays, are you not telling us that, because to be fair you’re not 

the minister, so it could be that you don’t know, there’s no point - 

or in reality do you think foreign holidays are going to be off, that 

we need to look after people at home? They’re off for this 

summer? 

RB: Well, people have got to make individual choices. I think a lot 

of us are staying at home. I think that’s an entirely reasonable 

decision. But we keep these issues under review, you know. The 

red list changes. Sometimes it is eased, sometimes we get the bad 

news that it has to be extended. And the government will continue 

doing that as rigorously as possible throughout the next weeks 

and months. 

 

NM: The Tory people staying at home, Conservative voters staying 

at home - or worse still for you, in the Chesham and Amersham by 

-election, they actually did go to the polls and they voted for the 

Liberal Democrats instead. Your party chair, Amanda Milling, says 

the party is listening. Listening to what? 

RB: We’re listening to the concerns of voters. I, like many other 

people, went onto the doorsteps at Chesham and Amersham and 

listened to concerns being raised with me about planning-related 

issues, HS2 in particular was looming very large, and at by-

elections very often voters want to send a message. They want to 

say look, listen to us, hear us, don’t take us for granted. That’s 

absolutely their prerogative, that’s what they’ve done. And that 

means the government is of course obliged to listen.  
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NM: Listen to, for example - let’s look at the leaflet that was sent 

out by the Liberal Democrats there, with a photograph of a former 

Conservative prime minister, Theresa May there, when she said, 

‘unless the government look again at its proposals what we’ll see 

potentially, the wrong homes being built in the wrong places.’ Are 

you listening to the former prime minister, Theresa May? 

RB: Well, we’re listening to the voters. And indeed, some of those 

leaflets that we saw in Chesham and Amersham we’re talking 

about developed in an area which is largely an area of outstanding 

natural beauty. At no time has the government proposed building 

on the green belt or areas of outstanding natural beauty. This is 

about delivering the homes that Britons deserve. We’re trying to 

provide for our children and our grandchildren, who are telling us, 

‘look, it’s just too expensive at the moment, we can’t get on the 

housing ladder.’ And we owe them, I think, an obligation to - 

NM: What you’re in danger of saying is that the voters didn’t 

understand. They didn’t know. If only they’d known what - But 

what they’re saying is we’re listening to the former Conservative 

prime minister, Theresa May. So do you accept that you need to 

listen, not just saying you were, you need to change your policy? 

RB: Look, I’m not saying the voters didn’t understand. What I’m 

saying is that our policy very often was, frankly, mischaracterised. 

At no time has this proposal been about suddenly indiscriminately 

bricking over the countryside. What it’s about is making sure that 

at the earliest stages the fullest consultation (talking together)  

 

NM: I’m perfectly willing to accept that there’d be voters in a by-

election who might now know every detail, I’m not willing to 

accept that the former Conservative prime minister doesn’t know. 

I’m not willing to accept that Theresa (Villiers?), as a former 

Conservative Cabinet Minister, doesn’t know what these planning 

reforms are about. She says we need a fairer distribution of new 

homes across the country rather than - and this is the crucial point 

- seeking to cram so many thousands more into the crowded 

south. Will you listen to Theresa May? 
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RB: Well, I don’t believe the policy’s about that, Nick, and I 

represent an area with quite significant housing development over 

many years, and it’s actually essential, if we’re going to provide 

those homes that people need. 

NM: There’s a problem here - this is the problem, isn’t it, Boris 

Johnson says there’s been some, quotes, ‘wilful misunderstanding 

on the part of our opponents.’ I’m reading you quotes from two 

Theresa’s, one a prime minister, one a former Cabinet Minister, 

did they wilfully misunderstand? 

RB: Well, I don’t agree with the characterisation that’s being 

described.  

NM: You don’t… 

RB: No, I don’t. I think the policy is absolutely right. What it’s 

designed to try and do is to make sure that we get that balance 

across the country. There’s clear demand right across the country 

for affordable housing, Nick. We need to start - 

NM: .. It sounds as though you’re not changing anything. 

RB: Well, I’m not saying that. What I’m saying is that I think that 

there were local factors in this by-election. Now, we’re clearly 

analysing what’s happened, but at the same time we want this 

policy to be properly reflected … it’s not a proper characterisation 

of the policy.  

 

NM: Well maybe we’ll talk to the Theresa’s and see if they think 

you’re listening to them. You did say you were listening this week, 

as I said in the introduction, to the concerns of people about the 

desperately low level of convictions in rape cases, and you did 

something very unusual, you summoned the cameras, you said 

you were sorry, you said you were going to do something about it. 

Your Labour opponent, David Lammy, says you should go further. 

The words aren’t good enough. Unless you can reverse the figures 

within a year, he says, you should do the honourable thing and 

resign.  

RB: Well, the policy is not just about an apology, it’s about action, 

and indeed in my action plan we’ve set out a clear aim to get 
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conviction rates back up, and even prosecutions back up to the 

levels they were five years ago, by the end of the parliament. 

Now, I don’t just do that alone, Nick. And here’s why such a low 

politics has no place in an argument, in a debate as serious as this 

one. First of all, it is constitutionally illiterate to suggest that a 

politician like me should in any way command, control the way in 

which independent prosecutors and the police go about their 

work. That would be wrong. What I’m here to do is to make sure 

that we get that political direction, but not to seek to influence 

individual cases. Which frankly, would be wholly wrong. 

 

NM: You made the political point, let’s talk about what you can do. 

You could now say to the Chancellor, you can do it here, there’s a 

spending review coming up, ‘I need more money for the courts.’ 

Not just for the health service, not just for education, I need 

money for the courts because after all the inspectors have said 

that 51 per cent of managers of the units that deal with these very 

serious cases said their unit was not staffed at the level set by the 

Crown Prosecution Service.  

RB: Well, indeed, we- of course we’ve got the spending review to 

come up, and no doubt there will be plenty of debates within that. 

But what we’ve done already - 

NM: No, no, let’s stick on this, which is do you want - I mean, 

look, (talking together) are you going to say, ‘more money, 

Chancellor, we need more money’? 

RB: Well, we’ve got a very good case to make about the work that 

we’ve already done - and the Treasury have helped us 

considerably with regard to court recovery. I’ve secured money for 

support for victims. 51 million going into victim support, including 

27 million for these independent sexual violence advisers who 

really help support victims. 

 

NM: Do you agree with this, ‘there can only be an effective 

criminal justice system if it is properly resourced. The one we have 

has been under-resourced so it’s close to breaking point.’? 
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RB: Well, I think I’ve said that in the past that we’ve faced some 

big challenges over the last decade. In fact, longer than that. Nick, 

I was in the criminal justice system before I was an MP, and I 

saw, you know - I had concerns about it going back more than 20 

years. I think what I’m trying to do now is change that course, 

make sure there is the investment. I don’t believe we’re close to 

breaking point, but I do accept that there are pressures on the 

system which do cause some of the legitimate concerns that I’ve 

sought to address in the rape review. 

 

NM: Rishi Sunak, if you’re listening, he wants some more money, I 

think, coming up. Now, there’s a couple of other big decisions that 

you’re facing at the moment as Justice Secretary. Pitchfork, the 

case of this murderer who was due to come out - that is what the 

law says under the rules of the parole board, that he should be 

released. Is it really the job of a politician like you to second 

question that? 

RB: Well, there is a mechanism that is open to the Secretary of 

State, in this case me, to ask the parole board to reconsider the 

case where there are concerns about the basis, first of all, the 

legal basis on which it has been done. I’m considering that matter 

very carefully. 21 days is the time limit I’m given. I’ve got another 

week or so in order to reach that final decision. But whatever the 

decision on that case, I intend to go further with a root and 

branch review of the parole board, and I’ll be announcing further 

details on that in the next few months. 

 

NM: First and foremost you have to be guided by the law, but 

emotionally you’d like to do it if legally you can? 

RB: Well, look, I’ve got to put emotions aside. But I am a human 

being like everybody else, and that case was horrendous.  

 

NM: Another brief one. We know that you don’t want to leave the 

European Convention on Human Rights. Lots of your Tory 

colleagues do. Is there another way, is there a way to avoid 
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walking out and giving Russia the propaganda coup that they 

want? 

RB: Well, the British Conservatives wrote the European 

Convention. I believe in it. I think there is a way that we can 

accommodate all the issues relating to the Convention and indeed 

stay as a proud and leading member of that. And indeed the 

Council of Europe as well. Certainly as Lord Chancellor that is what 

I’m going with engagement with European colleagues.  

 

NM: And finally, there’s a huge backlog in the Crown Courts. Can 

you give any sort of timescale of when that backlog will be gone? 

RB: Well, already we’re seeing good evidence that the tide is 

being turned, and things are starting to come down now, we’re 

seeing more cases dealt with than being received. We’ve got to 

maintain that work. If social distancing can be relaxed, if we can 

make make that next level in the road map, then we can do even 

more. I think we’re making good progress. I see us getting the 

numbers down. But more importantly getting the timescales down 

so that cases can be done - 

SM: Interesting.. Put the pressure on the Treasury, say this is 

important for justice, we need the cash. 

RB: Look, the Treasury know my firm views on these matters. I’m 

working hard with them to get solutions and I’m seeing already 

the fruits of our labours in the form of numbers going down. 

 

NM: Robert Buckland, thank you. 

(ends) 

                    


